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Raising Spirit-Led Kids
Guiding Kids to Walk Naturally in the Supernatural

by Seth Dahl

With all the responsibilities parents have raising children, we often neglect one key area: 
helping our sons and daughters understand and grow in their spiritual gifting and  
authority.

In this groundbreaking resource, Seth Dahl, who served for years as a children’s pastor, 
helps parents minister to and with their children, helping them mature into the gifted 
individuals God designed them to be, while simultaneously striking a blow at the  
kingdom of darkness. He covers important topics like

     •  creating a culture of faith at home
     •  helping your children grasp spiritual truths
     •  training even small children to live out the Kingdom of God in their everyday lives

By using the practical tools offered here, you will help your kids learn to hear and follow 
the leading of the Holy Spirit with confidence.

“With bliss-filled joy, I am extremely happy to recommend Seth Dahl’s 
book Raising Spirit-Led Kids. Packed with practical tools, biblical insight 

and firsthand testimonies from empowered families, Raising Spirit-Led Kids 
offers great wisdom from Seth’s many years of experience 

as a ministry leader and as a father.”

—Georgian Banov, president and co-founder, Global Celebration

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Seth Dahl (www.sethdahl.com) pastored children for four years with Metro World 
Child in New York City, then ten years at Bethel Church in Redding, California. 
Seth is a writer and worldwide speaker to adults and children. He is known for  
wisdom communicated through contagious joy, and he loves to empower families 
to build a strong connection that fosters peace and creates a thriving family  
culture. Seth, Lauren and their three children live in Texas.
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“This book is a gift to 
any parent who wants 

to open the eyes of their 
child to a Kingdom of 
power, miracles and 

wonders. I highly  
recommend this book to 

help guide you in  
parenting a child in ‘the 

way they should go.’”

—Danny Silk, author, 
Loving Our Kids On 

Purpose, Keep Your Love 
On and Unpunishable


